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A silk ﬁbroin hydrogel with reversible sol–gel
transition
Zhuping Yin,a Feng Wu,a Tieling Xing,a Vamsi K. Yadavalli,b Subhas C. Kunduc
and Shenzhou Lu *a
In this report, a novel silk ﬁbroin hydrogel with a reversible sol–gel transition capacity is presented, in which
the base material of this reversible hydrogel is hydrophilic silk ﬁbroin (HSF) obtained by immersing a dried
regenerated Bombyx mori silk ﬁbroin (SF) condensate in deionized water (DI water) and collecting its
lixivium. The resulting HSF sol can exhibit an enhanced sol–gel transition within several hours at suitable
temperatures (25–50  C) without any exterior additive, even at extremely low concentrations (<0.2%, w/
v). The HSF gel can perform thixotropic, reversible gel–sol transitions triggered by a facile cycled shearthinning and resting procedure. Reversible sol–gel transition kinetics analyses and dynamic
measurements of the micro-structure transformation during the transition demonstrate that both the bsheet self-assembling process and metastable hydrogen bonding (H-bond) interactions among these
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large scale b-sheet aggregates play essential roles in the signiﬁcant enhancement of the reversible HSF
sol–gel transition. Due to the reversible, thixotropic sol–gel transitions and suitable viscoelasticity of its

DOI: 10.1039/c7ra02682j

shear-thinning system for matching random sizes/shapes, the HSF system is possibly an alternative

rsc.li/rsc-advances

injectable hydrogel for applications in 3-dimensional (3D) cell culture and tissue repair in situ.

1. Introduction
Over the past decades, semi-solid hydrogels have been widely
explored in 3-dimensional cell encapsulation, culture and tissue
repair, due to their characteristics of 3-dimensional space
network structure, high water content, compliant elasticity, and
the facile diﬀusion of bio-macromolecules. These characteristics well mimic the extracellular matrix and liquid surroundings
for the embedding of cells in vivo.1–3 However, there are still
several drawbacks for conventional permanent cross-linked and
irreversible hydrogels, such as bulk material degradation,
deterioration and inhomogeneous mechanical properties due
to spreading, proliferation, and migration of encapsulated cells,
and poor implant matching to wounds with various sizes and
shapes, which limit their practical applications in tissue repair
and precise analyses of how the biological surroundings aﬀect
cell behaviour.4–9
To overcome these barriers, new self-healing and adaptable
hydrogels with reversible gel–sol transitions have been widely
explored and drawn much attention.10–13 The self-healing
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hydrogel can make the reversible sol–gel transitions with triggers and can easily be used for cell seeding or encapsulating and
injection into randomly shaped/sized tissue defects.14,15
Although many self-healing reversible hydrogels have been reported, these materials require special triggers to initiate its
sol–gel transition, such as a robust temperature change,
signicant pH decrease, distinct solvent polarity variation, even
UV light exposure.16–22 Nevertheless, some of these robust triggers may cause an irritation to the separated sensitive cells and
limit its practical use for cell culture and tissue repair.14 Moreover, the possible leakage of the initial low viscous solution to
neighbouring tissue may occur even in a strong sol–gel transition dynamic.23
Recently, several new thixotropic, reversible hydrogels have
emerged and enabled 3-dimensional cell culture and tissue
repair in situ, such as polypeptides, hydroxypropylcellulose,
PEO–PHB–PEO triblock copolymers (polyoxyethylene–polyhydroxybutyrate–polyoxyethylene) and their blending groups.
These hydrogels can perform a reversible sol–gel transition via
an easy cycled shear-thinning and resting process rather than
robust, fatal chemical/physical triggers.24–31 These hydrogels
exhibit a static semi-solid characteristic and can transform into
a minimal viscoelastic uid via a simple shear-thinning
management.
The silk broin from Bombyx mori silkworms has been
widely explored as biomaterials for decades due to its versatile
strengths, including an apparent biocompatibility, controllable
degradability and excellent mechanical properties. The silk
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broin can be easily processed into a variety of material formats
(e.g., lms, sponges, microspheres, electrospun bres, nanoparticles, hydrogels) with mild aqueous-based processing.32–38
The SF hydrogel has drawn increasing attention in tissue repair,
cell culture and drug delivery applications due to its
outstanding biocompatibility and mechanical properties.39–43
However, as a stable dynamic and instable thermodynamic
system, the sol–gel transition time of aqueous regenerated SF
sol without exterior stimuli is quite long, usually a week to
a month,44–46 which may limit its practical use. Therefore, quite
a few physical and/or chemical methods have been used to
stimulate and enhance the gelation kinetics of SF, including the
physical methods of decreasing pH, ultrasonic treatment,
blending with polyhydric alcohol agents or ionic surfactants,
and the chemical methods of chemical crosslinking or a polyreaction of additive micromolecule agents.39,44–46 Nevertheless,
these physically or chemically stimulated sol–gel transitions are
almost irreversible.
Researchers have successfully designed and articially
produced a class of silk-like polypeptides using gene engineering techniques. These polypeptides can easily self-assemble
into hydrogel from aqueous solution with physical or chemical
triggers.13 Moreover, Liu, et al. has ever reported that the silk
broin can be endowed with a reversible, thixotropic sol–gel
performance by decreasing the hydrophility of surroundings to
narrow the gap between solvent and solvend to unfold SF chains
in micelles, via using the alcohol, sodium chloride and a facile
centrifugation process, further resulting in a nanobrils gel
network structure.47 In addition, Bai, et al. also accomplished
a reversible SF sol–gel transition by using a concentration–
dilution method and incubating process at 60  C, in which the
gel network can be circularly fractured into short nanobers or
nanoparticles and self-assemble into larger superamolecular
aggregations via a facile cycled ultrasonic treatment and resting
procedure, with absolutely no change of b-sheet contents.11
The mulberry silk broin consists of a heavy chain (Mw  390
kD) and a light chain (Mw  26 kD) that are chemically crosslinked by a disulde bond, including regular hydrophobic,
crystalline region sequences and irregular hydrophilic, noncrystalline region domains.33,38,45 Although there are already
some research about silk-based reversible, thixotropic gel
system,13,47 but the reason why these reversible sol–gel characteristics come into being is still not fully understood and
revealed. In this work, we made a thixotropic, reversible SF gel
with respect to enhance inherent hydrophility of silk-like
peptides to bridge the gap between silk-like peptides (solvend)
and water (solvent) but not decrease the hydrophility of solvent.
The relatively hydrophilic peptide sequences with a higher
hydrophility than original SF are extracted from the regenerated
aqueous Bombyx mori silk broin by immersing its dried
condensates in deionized water. Then the hydrophilic silk
broin (HSF) lixivium is collected and the insoluble residue is
discarded. The results demonstrate that the HSF solution can
easily undergo reversible, thixotropic sol–gel transitions within
several hours triggered by facile cycled shear-thinning and
resting managements, in the temperature range of 25–50  C and
even at extremely low concentration (<0.2%). Due to the
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extraordinary reversible HSF sol–gel transition kinetics with no
need of exterior additives and the proper viscoelasticity of its
shear-thinning system, the HSF systems have potentials as
injectable materials for 3D cell encapsulation, cell culture and
tissue repair in situ.

2.

Experiment section

Preparation of silk broin solution
The Bombyx mori cocoons were boiled three times in an aqueous
solution of 0.05% Na2CO3 for 30 min at 98–100  C. The boiled
cocoons were rinsed with deionized (DI) water each time to
remove the sericin on the surface of silk bre. The rinsed
cocoons were then dried at 60  C for approximately 6 h. To
obtain the puried aqueous silk broin solution, the degummed and dried silk bres were dissolved in aqueous lithium
bromide solution (9.3 M LiBr) at 60  C for 1 h. Then, the dissolved and cooled silk broin solution with an approximate
10% concentration (w/v) was dialysed with running deionized
water at 4  C for 3 days using Slide-a-Lyzer dialysis cassettes
(Pierce, MWCO 8–12 kD). The puried silk broin solution was
centrifuged at 4500 rpm for 10 minutes at 4  C to remove
insoluble and/or assembling aggregations.44,48,49 The nal silk
broin concentration was approximately 5% (w/v), measured by
weighing the mass before and aer a complete drying process.
Preparation of hydrophilic silk broin solution
The resulting puried silk broin solution (5% w/v) was poured
in a polyethylene culture dish using a owing cast method at
0.3 ml cm2, followed by a drying process at 25  C and 60%
humidity for at least 24 h. Then, the dried silk lms were
immersed in DI water for 1 h at 37  C in a water bath, with a SF
condensates dissolving ratio less than 20%. The immersion
samples were centrifuged at 4500 rpm for 5 minutes at 4  C to
precipitate the insoluble residual portion and collect the optically transparent and lyotropic hydrophilic silk broin lixivium.
The concentration of the hydrophilic silk broin lixivium was
approximately 0.80% (w/v). Owing to its lyotropic characteristic,
the soluble silk broin is called hydrophilic silk broin (HSF),
while the insoluble part is called hydrophobic silk broin (ISF)
herein.
Sol–gel transition
The HSF solution was diluted with DI water to 0.25%, 0.50%,
and 0.75% (w/v) concentrations (a HSF concentration higher
than 1.0% tend to result in a too robust HSF sol–gel transition
within 1–2 hours) and cast into optically transparent sample
bottles separately, followed by a resting process at temperatures
of 4, 25, 37, 50, and 100  C. The sol–gel transition was determined when the sample vial appeared a slightly optically
transparent white and did not fall from an inverted vial within
30 s.39,40
A Synergy HT Multi-Mode Microplate Reader (Bio-Tek
Instruments, USA, ELISA) was also used to monitor and identify the sol–gel transition at 37  C using a 550 nm visible light
absorption of 1 ml HSF solution. The HSF sol was added to a 24-
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well plate and covered with 0.2 ml tetradecane to avoid the
evaporation of water,39,44 three parallel samples for each group.
To reveal the mechanism of the reversible, thixotropic sol–
gel transition, the sol–gel transition kinetics of HSF/urea
blending groups at diﬀerent urea concentrations and a consistent HSF concentration were also measured using both of the
methods mentioned above.
Rheological measurements
The rheological performance was tested with a Rheometer
(AR2000, TA Instruments, New Castle, USA) at 37  C equipped
with a 20 mm cone plate (Ti, 20/1 ) and a Peltier temperature
control system. A solvent trap and a low viscosity mineral oil
were used to avoid water evaporation of the samples. The initial
fresh HSF solution and the HSF systems before and aer several
cycles of shear-thinning processes using a MX-S/F adjustable
vortex instrument were measured. The strain was set to 1% and
the frequency sweep was collected over the angular frequency
range of 0.1 to 100 rad s1.11,46
Amino acid analysis
The HSF solution is the lyotropic lixivium of dried SF condensates. Amino acid analysis was conducted to determine the
diﬀerence between the HSF and its corresponding ISF aer an
immersion process. The HSF and ISF mentioned above were
both dried at room temperature for 24 h. The immersion times
were set to 1 and 12 h. To obtain the aqueous free amino acid
solution, dried samples weighing approximately 100 mg were
thoroughly dissolved and hydrolysed in 10 ml aqueous hydrochloric acid solution (GR, 6 N) in an optically transparent vial,
followed by an air elimination process with owing N2 for 15 s.
The sealed sample vials were rested in a 110  C environment for
24 h. The cooled hydrochloric acid solution samples (0.1 ml)
were dried thoroughly in a 60  C oven for 24 h and dissolved
again in 0.02 N HCl solution at a 40 mg l1 concentration. The
nal solution was ltered using hydrophilic lter membranes
with a 0.22 mm pore dimension before its amino acid analysis
using a L-8900 High Speed Amino Acid Analyzer. The mole
percentage of the amino acid residues was calculated to determine the diﬀerences among these samples (3 parallel samples
each group). The percentage diﬀerences between the HSF and
ISF groups were measured using the following eqn (1):
Relative percentages difference ðRPD; %Þ
ISF  HSF
¼
 100%
ISF

(1)

where HSF is the mole percentage of one amino acid residue in
the HSF group and ISF is the mole percentage of one amide acid
residue in the ISF group corresponding to the HSF group.
Surface tension testing (SFT)
The Wilhemy plate method was used for surface tension
measurement using a DataPhysics™ DCAT-21 surface tension
instrument. The measurement was carried out in a circular
thermostatted dish (60 cm2, 25  0.5  C). The speed of the li
motor was 1.00 mm s1 for detecting the surface of the liquid.
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The results were determined when the standard deviation of the
SFT was less than 0.03 mN m1 in the last 50 measurement
cycles and the accuracy was 0.001 mN m1.39 The HSF and SF
solutions were prepared at 0.3%, 0.5%, and 0.7% concentrations (w/v) for testing.
Circular dichroism (CD)
The CD spectra were used to monitor the macromolecule
conformational transformation in HSF solution during the sol–
gel transition. The CD spectra were recorded with a JASCO-815
spectrometer with a wavelength spectra range of 190–250 nm
and a 1.0 nm wavelength step. The solution or gel samples were
loaded in a sandwich quartz cell with a 0.1 mm path length. The
results were the average accumulations of three measurements.
Fluorescence measurements
To monitor the hydrophilic-hydrophobic microenvironment
changes and conformational transformation in HSF solution
during the sol–gel transition, uorescence measurement was
performed using an Edinburgh Instrument FLS920 at 25  C.50
The inherent tryptophan (Trp) contained in HSF was used as
probes in the uorescence measurement. The excitation wavelengths were set to 295 nm, and the emission wavelength ranges
were 300–500 nm, respectively. The excitation and emission slit
widths were set to 2 nm. The emission spectrum was recorded
from the excitation of the sample with a 1 cm optical path.
Zeta potentials and particle sizes
A Nano-ZS90 particle sizer and a zeta potentiometer analyser
(Malvern Instruments, UK) were used to record the particle size
distribution and its corresponding zeta potential change in the
HSF sol–gel transition at 37  C. The pH of the HSF solution was
maintained at 7.0  0.2 during the entire testing period.
Structure of HSF solution and gel
The initial fresh HSF solution and its corresponding gel
undergoing 24 h sol–gel transitions at 4, 37, and 100  C were
quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen and dried thoroughly in a 4  C
freeze dryer. The dried samples were cut into ne powder,
which could easily travel through an 80 mesh sieve. Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) using a Nicolet 5700
FTIR (Nicolet Co., USA) was used to detect the conformation
change aer a potassium bromide (KBr) pellet processing. The
IR absorption spectra were recorded for the samples at 400–
4000 cm1. Raman spectra were also performed to reveal the
conformation transitions of the samples using an XploRA
Raman Spectrometer (Horiba JobinYvon, France) excited at
a 532 nm wavelength. Raman scattering spectra were recorded
in the region of 400–2000 cm1 based on the average of 10
measurements. X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) was carried out to
understand the aggregation structure of HSF using an X-ray
diﬀractometer (X0 Pert-Pro MPD, PANalytical, Almelo,
Holland) with Cu Ka radiation. The XRD patterns were recorded
in the region of 2q from 5–45 at a 10 min1 speed, 40 kV and
35 mA.
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Morphology of HSF hydrogel
Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, Hitachi,
S4800, Japan) was used to observe the microstructures of the
hydrogels aer a freeze-drying processing. The freeze-dried
samples were sputter coated with gold prior to imaging.
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3.

Results

Rheological properties of the reversible HSF sol–gel system
The HSF is extracted from the dried SF condensates by
immersing them in DI water and collecting the optically
transparent lixivium aer a 4500 rpm centrifuging process
(Fig. 1). Interestingly, the HSF solution performs a signicantly
enhanced sol–gel transition kinetics within several hours
without any exterior additive compared with the conventional
SF sol–gel transition that usually takes a week to a month.44,46
Moreover, the HSF gel can exhibit reversible gel–sol transitions
triggered by facile cycled shear-thinning and resting managements, which is the typical characteristic of thixotropic gel
(Fig. 1).
To measure the reversible characteristic in HSF sol–gel
transition, steady rheological measurements were performed
using a Rheometer (AR2000, TA Instruments, New Castle, USA)
at 37  C equipped with a 20 mm cone plate (Ti, 20/1 ) and
a Peltier temperature control system. Fig. 2A and B show the
optical morphologies and viscoelastic characteristics of the HSF
and SF groups. The initial HSF and SF solution exhibit no
remarkable diﬀerence in both their relatively low viscoelastic
and optically transparent characteristics at a 0.5% (w/v)
concentration, corresponding to a homogeneously distributing micelle morphology with the micelle dimension of 20–
200 nm (Fig. 2D). There are relatively obvious enhancements in
optical absorption and viscoelastic characteristics of the HSF
group aer a 6 hour resting management at 37  C, in contrast to
those of the SF control group. Moreover, the storage modulus G0
and the loss modulus G00 were collected as a function of
frequency within the range of 0.1 to 100 rad s1.11,51 The G0 is

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the reversible HSF gel fabrication
process.
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larger than its corresponding G00 in all samples. There are
signicant increases (10–100 times) of the G0 and G00 in HSF
group and the G0 is more than 10 times larger than G00 aer its
sol–gel transition (Fig. 2B), which is the representative viscoelastic symbol of hydrogel.11,51
To visualize the reversible, thixotropic sol–gel transition
characteristic of HSF solution, the viscoelasticty of HSF systems
were measured within 3 cycles of mechanical shear-thinning
and resting managements. The semi-solid HSF gel undergoes
a signicant viscoelastic decrease and possesses a owing
morphology aer each shear-thinning process (Fig. 2C and D).
Both the G0 and G00 of the owing system can recover to values
(1000–1100 Pa) similar to those of the initial HSF gel with the
removal of shearing stress and a subsequent resting process,
corresponding to a cycled morphology transition between
relative closely connected mesoscale multilayer morphology
and loosely connected multilayer structure (Fig. 2D), which is
a representatively thixotropic, self-healing behavior.
The HSF shear-thinning sol (0.5%, w/v) was used as the “bioink” for a printing and patterning management to evaluate its
injectable potentials using a biomedical injector. A coin
patterned with a blooming chrysanthemum was used as the
model for this patterning process. And the results indicate that
the HSF shear-thinning sol can be easily used for injection and
printing due to its relatively low viscoelasticty and result in
a semi-solid gelatinous word (like “Silk”) via sol–gel transitions.
In addition, the HSF shear-thinning sol injected on the coin
surface can well mimic the blooming chrysanthemum
morphology aer its sol–gel transition (Fig. 8).
The shear-thinning HSF solution shows a owing but
remarkable increments (10 times larger) in its G0 and G00
compared with the initial fresh HSF, corresponding to its optically oyster white colour, identical to those of the HSF gel but
diﬀerent from those of the initial optically transparent HSF
solution (Fig. 2D). As evidence from the optically oyster white
characteristic and mesoscale multilayer morphology of the HSF
shear-thinning system, nearly identical to those of the initial HSF
gel, we assume that the shear-thinning process do no damage to
the mesoscale self-assembling aggregations in HSF gel but the
physical interactions among these aggregation blocks/units, in
agreement with the results of C. Yan and B. Ozbas.52,53 The initial
homogeneous 20–200 nm micelles in HSF sol with minimal
optical absorption can nally transform into a connected mesoscale multilayer morphology closely stacked with unilaminar
nanoparticles (approximately 10–20 nm in diameter), corresponding to a HSF sol–gel transition. And there is a cycled
mesoscale morphology transition between closely connected,
larger multilayer structure and fractured multilayer units/blocks.
Thus, the shear-thinning process makes no signicant diﬀerence
in HSF mesoscale multilayer units/blocks but the interaction
among these multilayer aggregations (Fig. 2D). Presumably, there
are weak but reversible physical interactions among HSF selfassembling aggregations in its gel, in which the physical interactions can be easily broken and regenerated during the shearing
and resting (self-assembling) procedure.
FTIR, Raman spectra, and XRD were used to measure the
conformational transition and aggregation structure of the HSF
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Fig. 2 Rheological characteristic and structure of the HSF sol–gel system, 37  C, 0.5% (w/v): (A) dynamic morphology of the HSF and SF sol, (B)
storage modulus (G0 ) and loss modulus (G00 ) of the initial HSF sol and gel compared with SF sol, (C) evolution of G0 and G00 after several shearthinning to the HSF system, (D) morphology of reversible the HSF sol–gel system in SEM, (E)–(G) FTIR spectra, Raman spectra and XRD curves of
HSF system.

systems herein. The initial HSF solution holds sharp infrared
absorption peaks at 1657 cm1 (amide I), 1542 cm1 (amide II),
and 1238 cm1 (amide III), and Raman scatter peaks at 1664
cm1 (amide I), 1308 cm1, 1276 cm1 and 1252 cm1 (amide
II), corresponding to a reasonably widespread peak in the XRD
curve (Fig. 2E–G), which shows a typical random coil conformation and amorphous aggregation structure.39,44,46–48 Interestingly, both the HSF gel, its shear-thinning system and selfhealing gel share identical peaks in the infrared absorption
spectra, the Raman scatter and the XRD curves. The HSF gel,
HSF shear-thinning and recovering systems exhibit infrared
absorption peaks at 1631 cm1 (amide I), 1527 cm1 (amide II),
1265 and 1235 cm1 (amide III), and Raman scatter peaks at
1670 cm1 (amide I), 1234 cm1 (amide III), and 1088 cm1 (C–
C), corresponding to a representative Silk II crystal structure at
9.1 , 20.7 , and 24.3 positions. These are typical symbols of b-

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

sheet conformers and Silk II crystal structure.39,44,46–48 The
results demonstrate that there is a signicant conformational
transformation from random coil to b-sheet conformation
during the initial HSF sol–gel transition and the shear-thinning
process is harmless to the b-sheet conformation and aggregation blocks/units in HSF gel, in agreement with the results from
Bai, et al.11 Thus, the signicant b-sheet assembly is not an
essential factor for the self-healing recovery of the shearthinning HSF sol but some kinds of interactions easy to be
broken and regenerated.

Sol–gel transition kinetics of HSF
The initial fresh HSF solution was obtained by the immersion
way mentioned above (Fig. 1). The sol–gel transition was
determined by the time point corresponding to half the stable
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optical absorbance at 550 nm detected in an ELISA and when
the sample did not fall from an inverted vial within 30 s.39,40 The
HSF solution can transform into a semi-solid hydrogel within
several hours at a relatively low concentration (Fig. 3A), even
lower than 0.2% (w/v), while the gelation of normal aqueous SF
solution usually takes a week to a month and can not be
accomplished spontaneously with a SF concentration lower
than 1%. Moreover, there is a signicant increasing sol–gel
transition kinetics of HSF in positive proportion to its concentration (Fig. 3A), with a approximately 2 hours sol–gel transition
time of the 1.5% concentrated HSF sol. A higher HSF concentration results in a stronger and faster interaction between the
macromolecule chains and aggregations, similar to the gelation
mechanism of normal regenerated SF or other polypeptides.
Surprisingly, a proper temperature range is essential to
ensure the spontaneous HSF sol–gel transition within several
hours (Table 1, Fig. 3E). The HSF solution performs a signicantly increasing sol–gel transition kinetics within 2–6 h, positively correlated to the temperature in the range of 25–50  C.
Remarkably, the HSF solution can hardly even cannot accomplish a sol–gel transition at relatively low or extremely high
temperatures. The HSF solution at 4  C shows an optically
transparent and owing characteristic for a long time (>170 h),
arising from the diﬃculties to accomplish a b-sheet assembling
in 4  C (Fig. 3B–D). However, the HSF sol–gel transitions at
75  C require quite a longer time than those at 25–50  C,
according with a remarkable macroscopic oyster white turbid
aggregations in its gel. The initial optically transparent HSF
solution cannot transform into a homogeneous hydrogel but
robustly aggregates and precipitates into a inhomogeneous
oyster white turbid uid with a high b-sheet content within 30
minutes at 100  C (Fig. 3B–E). Presumably, the HSF sol–gel
transition requires a proper assembling temperature to form

Paper
Table 1

The HSF gelation time at diﬀerent temperaturesa

Temperature ( C)
Sol–gel time (h)
a

4
>170

25
6

37
3

50
2

75
>10 h

100
—

The HSF solution concentration is 0.75% (w/v).

aggregations rich in b-sheets in addition to the relatively weak
but essential interactions between these aggregations, such as
loosely connected H-bonds,13 which cannot generate at 100  C.
To further uncover the mechanism of this sol–gel transition,
the conformation and aggregation structure of HSF solution
before and aer a resting process at 4, 37, and 100  C for 24 h
were measured with FTIR, Raman spectroscopy, and XRD
(Fig. 3B–D). The initial HSF solution shows several sharp
infrared absorption peaks at 1659 cm1 (amide I), 1540 cm1
(amide II), and 1239 cm1 (amide III), corresponding to the
Raman scattering peaks at the 1664 cm1 (amide I) and 1250
cm1 (amide III). These are typical characteristics of random
coil conformers.39,44,46–48 The initial HSF solution also shows an
amorphous structure with a widespread peak at the XRD curve,
similar to normal regenerated SF. Aer a culturing process at
4  C for 24 h, the HSF retains a owing characteristic with
conformation and aggregation structure similar to the initial
HSF solution (Fig. 3B–E). In comparison with the nearly
monotonous HSF group at 4  C, the HSF solution at 37  C
completely transform into a semi-solid gel within several hours,
together with apparent micro-structure transitions from
random coil to b-sheet conformers and amorphous state to Silk
II crystal structure,39,44,46–48 with sharp infrared absorption peaks
at 1626 cm1 (amide I), 1529 cm1 (amide II), 1265 cm1 and
1235 cm1 (amide III), corresponding to the Raman scattering
peaks at 1670 cm1 (amide I), 1233 cm1 (amide III) and typical

Concentration/temperature dependence of HSF sol–gel transition kinetics: (A) dynamic optical absorption in the HSF sol–gel transition
(37  C), (B) FTIR spectra, (C) Raman spectra, (D) XRD curves, (E) dynamic optical morphology of the HSF solution resulting at diﬀerent
temperatures (0.75%, w/v).

Fig. 3
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Silk II crystal peaks at 9.1 , 20.7 , and 24.3 in the XRD curves
(Fig. 3B–D). Surprisingly, the HSF solution resting at 100  C for
24 h exhibits owing and oyster white turbid uid characteristics although a perfect b-sheet conformers and amorphous
structure exist (Fig. 3B–E). The results reveal that both the weak
physical interactions and b-sheet self-assembly process play
vital roles in the robust HSF sol–gel transition. Thus, the
aqueous HSF sol can hardly transform into gel arising from an
extremely slow b-sheet assembling process at 4  C, while the
HSF sol can not make homogeneous gels but result in oyster
white turbid uids within 30 min due to the robust b-sheet
assembling and diﬃcultly to fabricate some metastable interactions, like H-bonds, among these b-sheet aggregations.
The circular dichroism (CD) spectra were recorded at several
time points in the HSF sol–gel transition (Fig. 4A). The initial
HSF solution shows a low negative Cotton eﬀect at approximately 201 nm. The previous negative Cotton eﬀect at 201 nm is
subsequently replaced by a positive Cotton eﬀect at 195 nm and
a negative Cotton eﬀect at 216 nm and 222 nm within the HSF
sol–gel transition. This indicates a conformational transition
from random coil to typical b-sheet and less b-turn
conformers.39,44,46–48 There are a more signicant positive Cotton
eﬀect at 195 nm and a negative Cotton eﬀect at 216 nm and
228 nm aer a 12 h sol–gel transition.
The uorescence probe technique has drawn much attention
due to its sensitive uorescence emission variations corresponding to its undergoing micro-environmental changes.50 To
monitor the hydrophilic-hydrophobic micro-environmental
change and conformational transformation that the HSF
undergoes during the sol–gel transition, the interior contained
tryptophan (Trp) in HSF was used as probe for uorescence
measurement.
The initial HSF solution exhibits a stronger interior uorescence intensity than the control SF group at the same
concentration, possibly resulting from a higher hydrophilic Trp
content and more hydrophilic characteristic of HSF than SF
group,50 according with the results obtained from amino acid
analysis and SFT measurement (Fig. 7). Moreover, compared
with the control SF group with no regular and remarkable
interior uorescent change, the HSF group shows a signicant
blue shi from 348 nm to 335 nm in its uorescent emission
peak. This is accompanied by a robust enhancement in its
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uorescence intensity, especially in the 5–8 h time period, corresponding to the gelation time point (6 h) at 0.5% HSF
concentration (w/v) and 37  C mentioned above (Fig. 3A). The
results conrm that there is an apparent b-sheet assembly
process hydrophobic micro-environment during the HSF sol–
gel transition.50
Urea is a reagent with high P type electron pair contents
that interacts with H atoms and fabricates H-bonds easily,
which is a proper inhibitor for fabrication of H-bond interactions within the b-sheet HSF aggregations.54,55 To further
elucidate the mechanism of the HSF sol–gel transition, the
urea was blended with HSF at 0.04, 0.08, and 0.12 mg ml1
concentrations and the nal HSF concentrations were set to
0.2% and 0.4% (w/v). The sol–gel transitional kinetics of the
HSF/urea blending system was monitored using a ELISA
instrument at 37  C. Fig. 5 conrm that the higher the
concentration of urea, the lower the HSF sol–gel transition
kinetics. The HSF/urea blending system with a nal HSF
concentration of 0.2% was added to several optically transparent vials to visualize its sol–gel transition at 25, 37, and
50  C. Only the pure HSF group exhibits a sol–gel transition
within 4–16 h, in proportion to the surrounding temperature
in the 25–50  C range. Moreover, the shear-thinning HSF sol
blending with urea can hardly accomplish a sol–gel transition.
Therefore, H-bond interaction plays a critical role in the selfhealing characteristic of HSF gel.
The Nano-ZS90 particle sizer and a zeta potentiometer
analyser were used to visualize the dynamic particle size
distribution and its corresponding zeta potential variation
during the HSF sol–gel transition. Coinciding with the HSF
sol–gel transition kinetics, a robust particle size increment
occurs in the HSF system from the average size of 3 nm to
hundreds and even thousands of nanometers within several
hours, corresponding to a more negative zeta potential than
those in normal SF gelation process, even lower than 32 mV
(Fig. 6). The results indicate that the predominant negatively
charged amino acid residues tend to be arranged on the
surface of the self-assembling aggregations during the sol–gel
transition, which make weak and loosely connected physical
interaction, like H-bond, easier to generated among these
polar particles,11 further resulting in the reversible HSF sol–gel
transition.

Fig. 4 Dynamic characteristics within the HSF sol–gel transition (37  C): (A) dynamic conformation structure from CD (0.75%, w/v), (B) interior
ﬂuorescence eﬀect of Trp in the HSF (0.50%, w/v), (C) interior ﬂuorescence eﬀect of Trp in the SF (0.50%, w/v).
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Fig. 5 H-bond dependence of HSF sol–gel transition kinetics: (A) and (B) dynamic optical absorption of HSF/urea blending system with CHSF ¼
0.2% and 0.4%.

Characteristics of aggregations within the HSF sol–gel transition at 37  C (0.5%, w/v): (A) dynamic particle size distribution, (B) dynamic
zeta potential.
Fig. 6

Characteristics of the initial fresh HSF solution
The silk broin is composed of a heavy chain (Mw  390 kD) and
a light chain (Mw  26 kD) chemically crosslinked by a disulphide bond, including regular crystalline region sequences and
irregular noncrystalline region domains.33,38,44,45,49 However, all
these complicated polypeptide chains contain relatively
constant basic units, 20 amino acid residues. The order and
content of these 20 amino acid residues with special hydrophilic or hydrophobic side-chains play a critical, inherent role
in polypeptides conformers in water.44,50
The HSF solution is the lyotropic, hydrophilic lixivium from
SF condensates, obtained by immersing the dried SF lms in DI
water and collecting the optically transparent lixivium (Fig. 1).
To gure out the reason why the enhanced and reversible sol–
gel transition exists, amino acid analysis was carried out. This
provides us the diﬀerences between lyotropic HSF and its corresponding insoluble residues (ISF) with respect to the
composition of amino acid residues. The immersion times were
set to 1 and 12 hours. The diﬀerences of amino acid residue
contents between the HSF and ISF were exhibited with the top

24092 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 24085–24096

nine amide acids in SF polypeptides, which compose at least
95% molar content of the SF. The hydropathic index was used to
evaluate the hydrophilic–hydrophobic ability of these amino
acid residues (Fig. 7B).56 The amino acid residues with negative
hydropathic index are relative hydrophilic than those with
positive hydropathic index.56 Therefore, the results indicate that
the HSF solution has higher hydrophilic content and lower
hydrophobic amide acid content than the ISF solution, except
for an abnormal tyrosine (Tyr) that mainly exists in the crystal
sequence of SF (Fig. 7A).50 In conclusion, the HSF is the silk-like
polypeptides with higher hydrophility than SF.
The surface tension instrument was also used to measure the
characteristics of HSF and SF solution. The SFT of DI water is
71.98 mN m1, in good agreement with the value obtained in
a previous study.39 Both the addition of HSF and SF result in an
obvious decrease in the SFT of DI water. However, the SFT of
HSF solutions are remarkably higher than SF solutions and
exhibit a positive correlation with its concentration in the
concentration (w/v) range of 0.3–0.7% (Fig. 7C). This is a typical
characteristic of hydrophilic reagents, in contrast to the SF,
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Fig. 7 Characteristics of the HSF and SF solution: (A) comparison in its predominant amino acid residues between the HSF and its corresponding
residues, (B) hydropathic index to the predominant amide acid in SF, and (C) SFT of the HSF and SF solution.

according with its higher contents of hydrophilic amino acid
residues mentioned above.
It's believed that the heavy chains of silk broin perform
a micelle morphology (Fig. 2D) in an aqueous surrounding with
its hydrophilic domains arranged on the surface of micelles and
hydrophobic sequences distributed randomly inside the
micelles, which make the b-sheet assembling among hydrophobic blocks from diﬀerent micelles extremely diﬃcult in
accordance with a relatively slow sol–gel transition.57 Presumably, a higher hydrophilic amino acid contents make the HSF be
relatively more hydrophilic compared to water (solvent) than
normal SF, further resulting in a more extended/unfolded HSF
chain structure in water, which is easy for b-sheet assembling
and subsequent sol–gel transitions.

4. Discussion
Both the b-sheet assembling process and the metastable physical H-bond interactions play essential roles in the enhanced
HSF sol–gel transition kinetics and its thixotropic, reversible
sol–gel transition under the facile cycled shear-thinning and
resting procedure (Fig. 8). The HSF polymer, lyotropic lixivium
of a dried SF condensate (Fig. 1), is the relative hydrophilic
polypeptides from silk broin (SF) with an average 3.0 nm
particle size in DI water, in contrast to a 12.7 nm particle size in
normal aqueous SF sol (Fig. 7A, B and 6A). The HSF tend to
perform a relatively extended/unfolded conformation structure
in aqueous solution and exhibit a higher SFT than normal
regenerated aqueous SF solution at identical concentrations
(Fig. 5C) owing to its better hydrophility comparable to water
than those of normal SF sol, which results in the exposure of
hydrophobic domains in HSF. Subsequently, the unfolded HSF
chains can eﬀortlessly b-sheet self-assemble into aggregations
with typical Silk II crystal structure within several hours, corresponding to the transition from an initial homogeneous and
optically transparent state to an oyster white and turbid characteristic (Fig. 4B). This silk broin hydrophily increasing
method is similar to the self-assembly enhancing process in
Liu, et al. via decreasing the surrounding hydrophily undergoing with the addition of alcohol to make the amphipathy of
solvend and solvent comparable. Polar, hydrophilic peptide
sequences are arranged on the surface of the HSF aggregations,
resulting in a dynamic negative zeta potential (even lower than

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

32 mV) with the growth of the aggregation's dimension
(Fig. 6). Consequently, the metastable H-bond interactions
alternatively and easily self-fabricate among these hydrophilic
polypeptide sequences arranged on the surface of the b-sheet
aggregations (Fig. 8). This creates the nal mesoscale HSF gel
skeleton/network (Fig. 2D) and the nal transition from the
turbid HSF solution to the homogeneous HSF gel. Due to HSF
sol–gel transition resulting from the synthetic eﬀects of the bsheet self-assembly process and the metastable H-bond interactions among the HSF assembling aggregations, a proper
temperature range (25–50  C) is essential for HSF gelation
(Fig. 3E and Table 1). The initial HSF solution usually takes
a week to undergo a sol–gel transition at 4  C (Table 1) and
cannot accomplish a remarkable b-sheet self-assembly process
in a short time (Fig. 3B). Hence, the HSF solution at 4  C
exhibits an optically transparent and owing characteristic for
a week (Fig. 3E and Table 1), corresponding to a typical random
coil conformers, an amorphous aggregation structure and

Fig. 8 Schematic of reversible thixotropic HSF sol–gel transition

process.
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a homogeneous nanoscale micelle morphology (Fig. 3B–E and
2D). However, the robustly enhanced b-sheet self-assembly
process at 100  C cannot endow the HSF sol–gel transition
but an inhomogeneous turbid and oyster white liquid
morphology because an extremely high temperature environment inhibits the fabrication of metastable H-bond interactions
among b-sheet aggregations (Fig. 3B–E). Reasonably, a higher
HSF concentration induces a stronger HSF sol–gel transition
kinetics and a shorter HSF gelation time (Fig. 3A) because of the
more prominent b-sheet assembling processes and H-bond
interactions among these b-sheet aggregations.
Notably, HSF can accomplish a signicantly enhanced sol–
gel transition at an extremely low concentration (Fig. 3A), even
lower than 0.2% (w/v), whereas the normal regenerated SF
solution can hardly transform into a homogeneous gel spontaneously at concentrations less than 2.0% (w/v). This indicates
the HSF sol can undergo an extraordinary sol–gel transition at
an relatively lower concentration and molecule weight than the
SF solution, which further conrms that the HSF domains
overlap each other more easily due to its inherent hydrophilic
characteristic and unfolded/extended conformation structure.58
Interestingly, the metastable, loosely packed H-bond interactions among the b-sheet aggregations are easily broken and
regenerated via the facile cycled mechanical shearing and
resting procedure but not the strong interactions inside the
closely packed b-sheet aggregations (Fig. 2), corresponding to
a reversible sol–gel transition. These make the oyster white,
turbid HSF shear-thinning system signicantly lower viscoelasticity and a fractured, similar shaped/sized multilayer
morphology compared with HSF gel (Fig. 2C and D). The sol–gel
transition can be accomplished repeatedly due to the selfhealing, loosely-stacked H-bond binding among the stable bsheet aggregations, aer a resting process (Fig. 2C, D and 8).
Thus, the HSF gel network can be fractured into blocks/units (bsheet aggregations) under a shearing stress, resulting in
a owing oyster white turbid morphology. These blocks can be
held together and transformed into a semi-solid gel via fabrication of the metastable, loosely-stacked H-bond interactions
among the polar sequences on the surface of these aggregates,
aer removal of the shear stress and a resting process (Fig. 2C,
D and 8), similar to the reversible gel network reported by Bai,
et al. Due to the proper viscoelasticty and reversible sol–gel
transition kinetics of HSF shear-thinning sol, it can be easily
administrated for a printing and patterning applications via
a injection process, resulting in some particular shaped/sized
patterns of the HSF gel (Fig. 8). Because of the enhanced
reversible HSF sol–gel transition kinetics without any exterior
additive, and its shear-thinning system viscoelasticity that is
properly suitable for clinical usage, the HSF systems have
potentials as an injectable material for 3D cell culture and
tissue repair in situ (Fig. 8).

5.

Conclusions

The aqueous HSF solution, lyotropic lixivium of dried SF
condensates, with a higher hydrophilic amino acid residue
content and hydrophility, can easily and thoroughly transform
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into hydrogel within several hours at relatively low concentration (even lower than 0.2%) and proper temperature (25–50  C).
The HSF gel performs a remarkable, reversible thixotropic gel–
sol transition upon a facile cycled shearing and resting procedure. The results demonstrate that both the robust b-sheet selfassembly process and the metastable, loosely-stacked H-bond
interactions among the polar charged aggregations due to the
hydrophilic HSF sequences arranged on the surface of b-sheet
aggregations play critical roles in the HSF reversible, thixotropic
Gel–Sol transition. The reversible HSF sol–gel transition
kinetics, proper viscoelasticity of HSF shear-thinning systems
and gel based on a natural biomaterial make it acceptable as an
injectable hydrogel for 3D cell culture and repair of defective
tissues.
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